
Mobile Sheets – Basics to Advanced  -  Kenn Baert 

In this wonderful 21st century world of technology, no one has to carry along binders and binders of sheet 

music any longer in order to perform for gigs, family gatherings, concerts, or any other performance venue. 

Now you can condense your whole library down to the small form factor of a digital tablet. 

For this functionality, “Mobile Sheets” is both Joe Natoli and Kenn Baert’s preferred App for the Android and 

Windows platform.  (Note: for Apple products, see the “FORSCORE” class taught by Markus Baggio).  

This 2 hour (2 session) course will take you from the point of knowing zero about how Mobile Sheets works to 

being able to comfortably use the software to replace all of your numerous binders of sheet music.  It will also 

teach you about some advanced features of Mobile Sheets that go far beyond simply replacing a piece of 

paper. 

This will be a “hands on” class and we would like it if people come with tablets in hand. 

Session 1 will focus on the basics of getting started with Mobile Sheets: 

- Purchasing and Installing the APP 

- Numerous options for getting that piece of paper into the tablet 

- Organizing songs within Mobile Sheets via Set Lists, Collections, and Genres etc.…. 

- Pedal options and how to connect them 

- Page turning options 

- Backing up your data 

- Cropping 

- Writing on sheet music 

- Highlighting 

Session 2 will focus on more advanced editing capabilities as well as using Mobile sheets as a Midi Controller 

- Links, Bookmarks 

- Options for Dealing with Repeats 

- System settings and options 

- Metronome 

- Audio Tracks 

- MIDI commands 

- Smart Buttons 

- Controlling backing tracks through Mobile Sheets 

- Controlling your Roland FR8X through Mobile Sheets 


